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Sophie Lange

The Elbe: Or, How to Make Sense of a River?

I didn’t know Hamburg had a beach, but just recently I strolled along it together with 

a friend. The sun broke through the clouds and made the large river on our left-hand 

side sparkle and glitter. Romans once called the river “Albis,” whereas Teutons called 

it “Albia.” It simply means river. “White water,” according to Latin and old German, 

might also be a possible meaning. As a historian, you are taken on a journey by your 

research project, a journey involving temporal shifts, changing places, new perspec-

SHUDR�Ú@MCÚCDBNCDCÚSQ@MRK@SHNMRÚ6GDMÚ(ÚÅQRSÚUHRHSDCÚSGDÚ$KAD�Ú(ÚV@RÚ@V@QDÚNEÚVG@SÚ(Ú

already knew and curious about what mysteries it would further reveal. This is what 

happened to me in Hamburg, as I walked along the river Elbe. On this white, shimmer-

ing eau a huge container ship glided slowly and silently into the harbor. We enjoyed 

our FischbrötchenÚ�ÅRGÚATMR	�ÚSGDÚRTM�ÚSGDÚUHDV�Ú@MCÚSGDÚOQDRTLDCÚOD@BDETKMDRR

A Change of Time

 KLNRSÚ ENQSXÚXD@QRÚ@FN�Ú SGHRÚOK@BDÚV@RÚMNSÚ@SÚOD@BDÚ (MÚ�����Ú$KADÚÅRGDQLDMÚ@MCÚ

jEQHDMCRkÚAKNBJDCÚ@BBDRRÚSNÚSGDÚG@QANQÚVHSGÚÅUDÚGTMCQDCÚAN@SR�ÚVGHKDÚ@QNTMCÚÅESXÚ

thousand environmentalists protested on the streets. The mercury content of Elbe 

DDKÚG@CÚQHRDMÚSNÚ�����ÚLHBQNFQ@LRÚODQÚJHKNFQ@LÚNEÚÅRG�ÚVGHBGÚHRÚ@ANTSÚ@ÚSGHQCÚNEÚ

the legally allowed amount. When combined with water, mercury becomes methyl-

mercury. The human body cannot break this down, and it accumulates in muscles, 

kidneys, the nervous system, and the brain. The consequences of mercury poison-

ing range from headaches, gingivitis, speech and concentration disorders, nausea, 

insomnia, hair loss, contact aversion, nervousness, drowsiness, and dizziness, to 

kidney and liver damage, cognitive disability, and life-threatening disorders of the 

HLLTMDÚ RXRSDLÚ 3GDÚ ÅRGDQLDMÚVDQDÚ A@MMDCÚ EQNLÚ RDKKHMFÚ SGDÚ BNMS@LHM@SDCÚ ÅRGÚ

TMCDQÚSGDÚSGQD@SÚNEÚÅMDRÚNEÚ������Ú&DQL@MÚL@QJRÚ3GHRÚ@BST@KKXÚLD@MSÚ@ÚPT@RHÛOQN-

fessional ban on work and the end of a proud guild.1 However, the culprit and cause 

NEÚSGDÚBNMS@LHM@SHNMÚV@RÚPTHBJKXÚHCDMSHÅDC�Ú$@RSÚ&DQL@MÚE@BSNQHDR
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As an environmental historian, my dissertation project is about the environmental-

political relations between the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and the German 

Democratic Republic (GDR), so I mainly analyze documentation relating to expert 

meetings and talks between these two German countries. The Elbe is the focus of 

one of several environmental conversations that took place between both sides in 

1983. And as historians often say, things are not as simple as they seem. In searching 

SGQNTFGÚNKCÚÅKDR�ÚCNBTLDMSRÚSG@SÚG@CÚADDMÚBK@RRHÅDCÚNQÚL@QJDCÚENQÚNEÅBH@KÚTRDÚNMKX�Ú

I try to translate the information of the past to enrich existing knowledge with previ-

ously unknown material. Such investigations not only transform knowledge about the 

past but also disenchant myths, deconstruct preconceptions, and question cherished 

narratives. Yes, East German factories heavily polluted the Elbe. This became appar-

ent after the fall of the Berlin Wall when the companies were closed and the river 

slowly recovered. Yet, in 1983, the West German government could hardly put any 

OQDRRTQDÚNMÚSGDÚ&#1ÚFHUDMÚSG@SÚSGDÚ6DRSiRÚHMSDQM@KÚRNTSGmMNQSGÚÆNVHMFÚ1GHMDÚRG@QDCÚ

approximately the same levels of mercury pollution as the Elbe. There was also only 

one monitoring station located at Schnackenburg (FRG), directly behind the inner-

German border on the western side. As this station was located so far to the east, it 

CHCÚMNSÚQDÆDBSÚSQTDÚONKKTSHNMÚKDUDKR�ÚL@JHMFÚSGDÚSQTSGÚG@QCÚSNÚCHRBDQMÚ SÚSGDÚR@LDÚSHLD�Ú

Hamburg remained silent about the amount of pollution generated through its own in-

dustry and harbor. Environmental historians must unravel the truths about the past—

but how, when sources are incomplete or unreliable? One possible way to overcome 

SGDRDÚNARS@BKDRÚHRÚAXÚBQNRRHMFÚCHRBHOKHMDRÚ@MCÚSQ@MRK@SHMFÚ6GHKDÚSGHRÚHRÚ@ÚCHEÅBTKSÚS@RJ�Ú

it is worth it, as it has the potential to disentangle the complexities of environmental 

history, revealing a comprehensive historical narrative.

A Change of Perspective

I had not been to Wittenberg until a friend celebrated his birthday there. This famous 

small town, located on the Elbe in Saxony-Anhalt, formerly in the GDR, also hosted 

Martin Luther during his studies at the University. We enjoyed a barbecue in a riv-

erside garden with a relaxed view to the torrent. Instead of swimming and risking 

getting caught up in the rapid current, we sat on the wooden landing and let our feet 

C@MFKDÚHMÚSGDÚV@SDQÚ3GDÚQHUDQÚÆNVRÚE@RSÚ@MCÚG@RÚ@ÚXD@QKXÚ@UDQ@FDÚNTSÆNVÚNEÚ@ANTSÚ���Ú
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BTAHBÚLDSDQRÚODQÚRDBNMCÚ@SÚHSRÚLNTSGÚ����ÚBTAHBÚLDSDQRÚHMÚ6HSSDMADQF	�ÚNQÚ@ANTSÚSGQDDÚ

SNÚÅUDÚJHKNLDSDQRÚODQÚGNTQÚ(MÚ,@FCDATQF�ÚSGDÚ$KADÚB@MÚ@SÚSHLDRÚQD@BGÚ@MÚNTSÆNVÚNEÚ

eight kilometers per hour depending on the water level.

 ÚQHUDQÚHRÚMNSÚITRSÚ@ÚQHUDQÚ ÚQHUDQÚG@RÚ@ÚADFHMMHMF�Ú@ÚROQHMFÚ ÚQHUDQÚG@RÚÆNNCOK@HMR�Ú

whirls, and rapids, as well as shallow and deep stretches. And a river leads to some-

thing—most often to the sea. Our white waterway begins in the Riesengebirge (Gi-

ant Mountains) in Krkonoše in the Czech Republic. After 370 kilometers it enters 

at Schmilka into German territory, or—in divided Germany—the GDR. When West 

&DQL@MRÚ@BBTRDCÚ$@RSÚ&DQL@MRÚNEÚONKKTSHMFÚSGDÚQHUDQÚ@MCÚB@TRHMFÚÅRGÚLNQS@KHSXÚ@MCÚ

other problems in Hamburg, East Germans pointed out that the GDR did not share the 

R@LDÚOQNAKDLRÚ@RÚ'@LATQFÚ3GDXÚ@QFTDCÚVHSGÚSGDÚSHCDÚ3GDÚ$KADÚÆNVRÚPTHSDÚPTHBJKXÚ

SGQNTFGÚSGDÚ&#1Ú3GHRÚLD@MRÚSGDQDÚHRÚKHSSKDÚBG@MBDÚNEÚRDKEÛOTQHÅB@SHNMÚ@KNMFÚSGDÚV@XÚ

3GDÚV@SDQÚMDDCRÚÅUDÚC@XRÚSNÚÆNVÚEQNLÚ/Q@FTDÚHMÚSGDÚ"YDBGÚ1DOTAKHBÚSNÚ&DDRSG@BGS�Ú

Figure 1
The Elbe river at 
Wittenberg, summer 
2019 (Source: Author)
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a city southeast of Hamburg. Between Geesthacht, Hamburg, and the North Sea, the 

V@SDQÚMDDCRÚ@ANTSÚSVDMSXÚC@XR�Ú@RÚHSÚFNDRÚA@BJÚ@MCÚENQSGÚVHSGÚSGDÚDAAÚ@MCÚÆNVÚEQNLÚ

the coast.2 With this in mind, geology provided me with a fact-checking source.

A Change of Language

As an environmental historian, I have to alter my perspective in order to interpret sto-

ries from very different sources—from numerical data and foreign languages to differ-

DMSÚBK@RRHÅB@SHNMÚRXRSDLRÚ/TSSHMFÚSGDÚOHDBDRÚNEÚ@ÚRSNQXÚSNFDSGDQÚKD@CRÚSNÚPTDRSHNMR�ÚMNSÚ

just about the sources themselves but about the subjectivity that governs how they are 

interpreted. This in turn can open new doors of enquiry, but it also raises challenges. 

I was thinking about my topic and new found interest in geology when I visited two 

CHEEDQDMSÚKNB@SHNMRÚNMÚSGDÚ$KADÚ(ÚBGDBJDCÚSGDÚÆNVÚNEÚSGDÚQHUDQiRÚBTQQDMSÚ@SÚ6HSSDMADQFÚ

and the marks of the tide in the Speicherstadt (the warehouse district) in Hamburg. 

I hope to transform these observations and impressions into an academic language 

SG@SÚHRÚTMCDQRS@MC@AKDÚENQÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQH@MR�ÚXDSÚ@KRN�ÚÅQRSÚ@MCÚENQDLNRS�ÚENQÚ

non-environmental historians and those who may have no background in history or 

the natural sciences.

*DDOHMFÚ SGDRDÚ ÅQRSG@MCÚ DWODQHDMBDRÚ HMÚLHMCÚVHKKÚ GNODETKKXÚ STQMÚ jCQXkÚ E@BSRÚ HMSNÚ @Ú

comprehensive historical narrative. Having no formal higher education in the natural 

sciences myself, I was as surprised by the geological variability within the river as my 

ONSDMSH@KÚQD@CDQRÚLHFGSÚADÚ.MÚSGDÚNMDÚG@MC�ÚK@BJHMFÚSGHRÚRBHDMSHÅBÚJMNVKDCFDÚLHFGSÚ

provide an opportunity to identify interesting issues and contexts that might be too 

broad or peripheral for a specialist in the discipline. On the other hand, it also carries 

with it the danger of having incompletely permeated this biological, chemical, and 

geological complexity, and thereby spreading underdeveloped interpretations. Am I 

right in questioning natural scientists’ analyses and comparative methodologies in 

relation to pollution levels in the Elbe? To what extent can one compare the pollution 

levels of the Rhine and the Elbe by using differing measurements: one week of a year 

�Û �QJ@AOEJJAJIEJEOPANEQI	Ûg,NKPKGKHHÛ¾>ANÛ@=OÛ!TLANPAJCAOLN§?DÛVSEO?DAJÛ@ANÛ�QJ@AONALQ>HEGÛ AQPO?D-
land und der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik über die Verschmutzung der Elbe, Referat U I 4,” in 
,KHEPE?=HÛ�N?DERAÛEJÛPDAÛ"KNAECJÛ+BÀ?AÛ�,�Û����Û6�	Û�Û��	Û2KH
Û�����, (Bonn: Bundesinnenministerium, 
�����Ûg/=QANOPKBÁK?DÛEJÛ@ANÛ!H>AÛØÛAEJAÛ�J=HUOA	Û.APPAPÛ@EAÛ!H>A	hÛ A?AI>ANÛ����	ÛDPPLO���SSS
NAPPAPÚ
die-elbe.de/5kapitel/o2loch/o2loch_analyse.html.
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for one river and the yearly average for the other river? Translating and interpreting 

multifarious bits of evidence is a tightrope walk between diverse disciplines that lies 

at the feet of all environmental historians.

Alongside the language of academia and that of the natural sciences, a German envi-

ronmental historian has to switch easily between at least two languages, in this case 

German and English. The more languages, in fact, the better. English is not my mother 

tongue, but I still try to present my work at English-speaking and thus international 

conferences. Some might think a presentation about German rivers in English sounds 

a bit specialized, especially for an audience without any particular ties to the place. 

However, in academic circles, examples such as the Elbe River also bear “translations” 

relevant to other people’s research. For example, rivers at borders always inherit an 

TORSQD@LmCNVMRSQD@LÚBNMÆHBS�ÚSGDÚEQ@LDVNQJRÚNEÚVGHBGÚB@MÚADÚSQ@MREDQQDCÚEQNLÚNMDÚ

river to another, helping to identify similarities or differences. West Germany had an 

interest in starting talks with the GDR about river pollution because 90 percent of the 

QHUDQRÚVHSGHMÚNTQÚ�MNVÚQDTMHÅDC	ÚBNTMSQXÚÆNVÚEQNLÚ$@RSÚSNÚ6DRSÚ(SÚL@XÚADÚVNQSGÚKNNJ-

ing at these examples in contrast to the Danube, which has its spring in the West and 

ÆNVRÚSNÚSGDÚ$@RSÚ'DQD�ÚLNSHU@SHNMRÚ@MCÚHMSDQDRSRÚLNUDÚEQNLÚNMDÚRHCDÚNEÚSGDÚENQLDQÚ

Iron Curtain to the other, but the problems are similar and remain part of upstream–

CNVMRSQD@LÚBNMÆHBSR

One might think that the study of German-German relations is relatively simple in com-

parison to German-Italian or French-Spanish relations, as the two (former) countries 

share a common language. Yet there is still a surprising amount of translation work to be 

CNMDÚ(MÚSGHRÚB@RD�ÚHSÚADFHMRÚVHSGÚSVNÚCHEEDQDMSÚBK@RRHÅB@SHNMÚRXRSDLRÚENQÚDU@KT@SHMFÚQHUDQÚ

ONKKTSHNM�ÚSGDÚ&#1ÚG@CÚNMDÚFQ@CDÚLNQDÚSG@MÚSGDÚ%DCDQ@KÚ1DOTAKHB�ÚVGHBGÚG@CÚÅUDÚONKKT-

tion level grades. When West German experts talked about river quality, they were refer-

ring to the pollution of the sediments, whereas East German experts understood river 

quality as a measure of toxins in the water. Having the same language does not mean 

that one is speaking about the same thing—especially not in a divided country where 

HCDNKNFHB@KÚCHEEDQDMBDRÚ@QDÚHMÆTDMBHMFÚSGDÚK@MFT@FDÚ%NQÚSGHRÚQD@RNM�Ú@ÚCDDODQÚDWOKNQ@-

tion of the types of dialogue, forms of communication, and the language used between 

the GDR and the FRG might enlighten our understanding not just of the environmental 

differences, similarities, successes, and failures of the time, but also of the ways we un-

derstand German society and perceptions of the environment today.
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A Change of Environment

Speaking of East and West—the border and the river, the disciplines and languages—

the translational work of an environmental historian seems to be a never-ending story. 

3GDÚ S@KDRÚ NEÚ QHUDQRÚ @MCÚ SGDHQÚ ONKKTSHNMÚ @QDÚMNSÚ BNMÅMDCÚ SNÚ SGDÚ QHUDQADC�Ú DHSGDQÚ 3GDXÚ

also connect different (nation) states and cross borders without customs and passport 

controls. They link water, air, and soil to each other. The Elbe carried metals and toxic 

substances from production sites in the ÿSSR and GDR to Hamburg and the North Sea. 

Mercury, cadmium, and other dangerous elements were deposited in the sediments. 

The city of Hamburg excavated these sediments to enlarge their port. In earlier days, 

SGHRÚ RHKSÚV@RÚ S@JDMÚ SNÚ SGDÚ BNTMSQXRHCDÚ @QNTMCÚ'@LATQFÚ SNÚ EDQSHKHYDÚ SGDÚÅDKCRÚ!XÚ SGDÚ

early 1980s, when this became ill-advised due to the high level of toxic materials in the 

RHKS�ÚHSÚV@RÚHMRSD@CÚAQNTFGSÚSNÚ@ÚK@MCÅKKÚRHSDÚ3GHRÚK@MCÅKKÚV@RÚKNB@SDCÚHMÚ2BG½MADQFn@Ú

city in the GDR close to the inner-German border and not far from the West German 

town of Lübeck.3 People in the nearby Federal Republic feared that this dumpsite was 

leaking and that the seepage, enriched with toxic metals from the silt, would reach the 

groundwater and “travel” back to the Federal Republic. The same could happen with 

toxic emissions from the dump blown by the wind above and over the Wall. Thus, the 

mercury from the Elbe changed from water to soil to water to air. Nature “knows” about 

this—and it is the job of environmental historians to uncover the winding paths of man-

made pollution.

“Wind of Change”

The voice in the song “Wind of Change” by the Scorpions followed another river, the 

Moskva, “down to Gorky Park.” But the wind of change in 1989/90 actually brought 

@ANTSÚQD@KÚBG@MFDRÚENQÚSGDÚ$KADÚ ESDQÚSGDÚQDTMHÅB@SHNMÚNEÚ&DQL@MX�ÚSGDÚHMSDQM@SHNM@KÚQHU-

er that once crossed three countries now crossed just two. The upstream–downstream 

BNMÆHBSÚ BG@MFDCÚ EQNLÚ SGDÚ HMMDQÛ&DQL@MÚ SNÚ SGDÚ&DQL@MÛ"YDBGÚANQCDQÚ3GDÚ QHUDQÚG@RÚ

RHMBDÚQDBNUDQDCÚSNÚSGDÚDWSDMSÚSG@SÚA@SGHMFÚ@MCÚÅRGHMFÚHRÚNMBDÚ@F@HMÚONRRHAKDÚ2NLDÚNEÚ

SGDÚSNWHBÚRHKSÚEQNLÚ'@LATQFiRÚONQSÚHRÚRSHKKÚADHMFÚCDONRHSDCÚHMÚK@MCÅKKRÚSGNTFGÚ3GDQD�ÚSGDÚ

Elbe inherits the ecological memory not just of a divided Germany but also of World War 

�Û /KLDEAÛ(=JCA	Ûg�Û A=HÛKRANÛ ENP�Û3KNH@SE@AÛ3=OPA	hÛJournal of Interdisciplinary Studies 3, no. 1 (2020): 1, 
DPPL���@KE
KNC��
�����SSSF
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II and previous periods of industrialization. Each period of time has its own (toxic) sub-

stances.4 What was once mercury, an inorganic material, during the period of the Cold 

War, is now a range of organic substances stemming mainly from agriculture and phar-

maceuticals. The water, the geology, and the silt of the Elbe contribute another source 

to the environmental historian’s dusty archives, each waiting to be found and translated 

into a (his)story. As I said, a river isn’t just a river, and this one even has a beach!
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